First Amendment
Bill of Rights

ACROSS

1 total number of amendments to the Constitution ( _____ - _____ )
5 freedom of __________ means you can practice any religion you want or not practice a religion at all
10 Bill of __________
11 freedom of __________ protects newspaper writers
13 freedom of __________ means people can request that the government make changes
14 the Bill of Rights were written to limit the powers of the __________ government, but have been extended to limit state powers too

DOWN

2 freedom of __________ means the government cannot stop people from saying what they think
3 number of amendments in the Bill of Rights
4 changes to the Constitution
6 amendment that guarantees freedom of speech
7 1st
8 freedom of __________ means people can protest by having rallies and marches
9 last name of the main writer of the Constitution
12 number of years that passed before the Bill of Rights was added to the Constitution